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Class is Timeless 



Creating Classic lifestyle 

Maruti Heights, an exclusive project located in the thriving 

expanses of Naroda offersl and 2 BHK spacious apartments 

specially designed for those who desire a unique and 

contemporary lifestyle. Maruti Heights with its imposing 

architecture pleases your eyes and spacious apartments

ensure comfort and elegance. Thoughtful amenities also 

provide the requisite luxury. 



Exclusive design to 

pamper 
the epicure in you 

The towers of Maruti Heights are intelligently 

designed to maximize open spaces, air 

circulation, natural light and greenery all around. 

Along with breezy spaces, great emphasis has 

been laid on privacy, functionality and comfort. 

Outdoors with podium, expansive greeen lawns 

and play area ensure a fun-filled time. While 

ample parking space and smooth internal 

driveway provide convenience 

MARUT 
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Quality Simphy passion At Ulort 

WeaMans Developers beliee in corstrucing spaces that 

aeecnd icent. Be taresderia or a commercal 
complex, we foaus an developing intemaiona qaity and 

us dfier more value for money Our buidns rellect 

egreering ercelence, quiy and complete customer 

tion We hae buit Mars Hegts to pefection so as 

tomeitanepmedfourstrorgetis 



Leisure. rejuvenate, revitalize 

and refresh yourself 24 Hours Security Senior Citizens' Park 

E 
At Maruti Heights, you will find numerous ways to rejuvenate 

MARUTL 
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and invigorate yourself. After work, you can go for a refreshing 
swim or you can sit with a good book and coffee in a quiet 
coner of the library. You can also workout at the fully 

YOK 

equipped 8ymnasium or play various indoor games at 

dubhouse with your like-minded neighbours. Life at Maruti 

Heights is truy an experience in itself. 

Attractive Entrance Gate 

Clubhouse 24 Hours WNater Supply Landscape Garden 
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Internal Road Internal Road Entry 
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Typical Floor Plan 

Entry 18.00 MT WIDE TP.S ROAD 



WAS 

KITCHEN 
"X96" 

BEDROOM 
100 X100" 

W.C 
S8X40 

DRAWING ROOM 

100 X129 

BATH 
36'X50 

BHK (Block B, C, D, E -76 Sq.Yds.) 



Neighbourhood. 
Reviving the spirit of community living 

NW 

as 

Nestled in the strategic location of Naroda, Maruti Heights 

offers great connectivity with important landmarks such as 

railway station, airport, hospital, multiplex, etc. 

Airport 
km 

Highway 
500 m 

Kakadiya Park 
3.5 km 

Hospital Railway Station 
9 km 

School 
km km 

Civic Center 
500 m 

Shopping 
Center 
km 

Multiplex
5 km 

BRTS Station Temple 
500 m 

Telephone
Exchange 

200 m 
(Naroda)

4 km 



Detail. 
Importance given to the minute entities Specifications 

Structure 

Earthquake resistant, R.CC. frame structure with brick masonry wall 

Wall Finish 
Internal- Single coat mala plaster with wall putty 
External-Double coat sand faced plaster with acrylic paint 

Toilet&Plumbing 
Glazed tles dado flooring and up to lintel level 
Concealed plumbing with reputed sanitaryware & C.R fittings 

Behind every magnificent architecture, are the details that 

have been minutely observed, responsibly arrayed and 

engineered to perfection. We at Maruti Developers, have a 

keen eye for detail and at Maruti Heights, we have designed 
every tiny aspect to exude cass and match your taste and 

style. It will not be an overstatement to say that Maruti Heights 

Flooring 
Good quality vitrified tles in entire flat 

Doors&Windows
is one of ourfinest masterpieces. Decorative main door with wooden frame, all other internal doors will be of flush type 

fully glazed powder coated aluminum section sliding windows with stone sil 

Kitchen 
Sandwich platform with granite top & S.S. sink with designer tiles dado up to lintel level 

Electrification 
Single phase concealed copper wiring with sufficient electric points 


